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QUANTUM GRAVITY on the
CLASSICAL BACKGROUND: GROUP ANALYSIS, part II.
1 Introduction
In the article [28]we have represented an approach to the description of grav-
itational eld from the point of view of quantum eld theory. We consider
quantization in the neighbourhood of solution of Einstein equation and use
the method of Bogoliubov transformations for this purpose. We applied
Bogoliubov transformation to the quantization of gravitational eld in the
neighbourhood of nontrivial classical component, that permitted us to avoid
zero-mode problem. Einstein equations for the classical component has been
obtained as a necessary condition for the perturbation theory to be applica-
ble. We would like to underline that Einstein equations has been obtained
in the process of perturbation theory construction as a condition of validity,
not as a sequence of variational principle.
The expression for quantum corrections of the eld operator and explicit
view of state is the task of the present article.
2 System State Space construction.
Now the task is to nd the expressions for the action with second order accu-
racy with respect to inverted power of coupling constant. For that purpose
it is necessary to construct system state space, in which one can make reduc-
tion of eld state number and nds expressions for action derivatives with
respect to symmetry group generators.
The action in the next order represent at the Appendix2.
Using equations (I.8) that has been obtained in the [28] for the classical
part we can state that Hamiltonian looks like:
















N stknn ust −Nkstnustn :
The number of independent variables has been doubled due to one con-
sider fst(x) and f
st




) and ustn (x
′
), the number of independent variables (mi-
nus group variables) become equal (21−r). To reduce them to (1−r), one
needs also r conditions (Remind that r is the number of group parameters).
For that end let’s represent ust(x
′
) in the form:
ust(x
0) = wst(x0) +Nast(x
0)ra; ustn (x









) in the terms of




). It is possible in




)) are connected by r linear relationships. If
Na(x
′
) will be chosen so that the following conditions are performed:
!(N sta; N stb) = 0;






!(N sta; wst) = 0; !(Msta; wst) = 0:
Operators Q^, P^ in the terms of new variables reads:
Q^st(x



































Necessary reduction of the states number can be made by the following





), in which Q(x
′
) and P (x
′














The variables ra have not physical sense. They have appeared as a rest
of the state space reduction in the terms of Bogoliubov group variables. We
will show that separation of these variables is connected with integrals of
motion structure in the zero-point order, so it is dynamic by nature.
The example of reduction will be given below on the example of transla-
tion group for the simplicity.
3 Translation group
In the case if symmetry group is the group of space-time translations
x0 = x − ; (x0) = :
we have the same expressions for the operators of coordinate and momen-


























As well as in the general case the necessary condition of perturbation
theory to be applicable is the Einstein equation performance. And the second
order with respect to coupling constant reads:














N stknn ust −Nkstnustn ;
where































The surface  is assumed to be plane and dened via 3 ortonormal vectors
~ea :
eaeb = −ab; eaea = g;
and normal vector ~n :
~ea~n = 0; ~n
2 = 1;












Coordinates x0 are dened with a help of parameters a :
x0 = ea
a; a = 1; 2; 3;  = 0; 1; 2; 3:
Without restriction of generality we can consider the case when Fst(x
′
)


























are performed if ~N(x
′
































) and wstn (x
′
) can be obtained from independent fst(x) and f
st
n (x)






) and holomorphic representation connected
with them.
4 Creation-Annihilation Operators:
After representation of quantum addend in the form (1) the action at the












































































































The operators H2 act at the space like F [w;wn]F [r]; so H21 act at the
space F [w;wn] but operator H22 act at the space F [r]: Those spaces are
orthohonal. Representation of wst(x) as a following series is correct at least














































Ωscs − 12pΩs @@cs :
The functions wst(x
′
), being given as series by stm(x), satisfy to the
wave equation (at least at the small t), if dependence of a and ay on time is
4
determined by the Heizenberg equations:
as(t) = e
−iΩstas; ays(t) = e
iΩstays:
































































































































On the following state vector S22 is equal zero:





where parameters satisfy equations:
aab + 4cab = 0;
b+ 4γ2d = 0:
5 Conclusion
After removing of exceed variables action in the zero-point order looks like:
H22 = −i @@t
Analogously it is possible to show that in the case of general group
H03 = −inlApl (a) @@ap :
5
Field operator  (x) looks like:























































with a boundary condition on the :
^st = Q^st(x
′




We applied Bogoliubov transformation to the quantization of gravita-
tional eld in the neighbourhood of nontrivial classical component, that per-
mitted us to avoid zero-mode problem.
Einstein equations for the classical component has been obtained as a
necessary condition for the perturbation theory to be applicable, not as a
sequence of variational principle.
We obtained expression for quantum corrections of the eld operator and
explicit view of state vector, that permits us to calculate quantum corrections
to the observables like eective mass, energy spectrum and so on.
Such kind of calculations for the physically interesting cases like Kerr,
Schwartzshild and others exact solutions of Einstein equation are the near-
est future project research; however those calculations demands only high
level mathematical techniques, while the main principles of our approach are
represented in the paper above.
6 Appendix 1.
Let’s consider expansion of Hamiltonian into the series with respect to in-





















n − 12F 2n
)
F stAst+(
Astn Fnst + F
st










































Lets’ consider the addend:
a
p























so straightforward calculations (see Appendix1 [28]) shows us that
a
p














FF st (F spF tr − F stF pr) Q^st;pr ;



























F spQ^st;tp − F stQ^pt;tp
)
Q^st:





















































F slct;l − F stcl;l
)
Ast;










n Q^stQ^st + P^
stP^st+
+2F stn FstP^






















RstQ^stQ^st − 12RstF stQ^stQ^st
)





In the case if symmetry group is the group of space-time translations
x0 = x − ; (x0) = :
7
the number of group parameters is equal 4 and Bogoliubov transformation
reads as usual:
fst(x) = gvst(x
0) + ust(x0), f stn (x) = gv
st
n (x
0) + ustn (x
0);










In this case we dene Mstr(x
0) as
vstr(x
0) = −Mstr(x0); vstnr(x0) = −Mstnr(x0):

















0); T ls = 
l
s − 1gT rsRlr;
and after canonical transformation (6)
−i @
@p



























































Kp = Sp +
@
@p
; rk = R
p
kJp;
we have the same expressions for the operators of coordinate and momen-
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